PELLEGRINO WINERIES
WHITE AND RED WINES
PANTELLERIA AND ORGANIC SWEET WINES
MARSALA
SPECIALITIES

Since 1880
Over 135 years of experience in the vineyard and in the
winery
Since 1880 we have cultivated the best Sicilian grapes, and today we represent
a reality of great tradition and experience on the island.
Over the last 135 years we have acquired a deep knowledge of our territory,
of the methods of cultivation of native vines and of the best techniques of
vinification of the grapes.
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A family story
Among the greatest families of Sicilian wine
The Pellegrino family has always personally overseen the activities in the
vineyard and in the winery, and the family is still today, having reached the
seventh generation, involved daily in the management of the company.
A long family history made up of respect, care, love and dedication, of values
handed down from father to son, which today make it one of the greatest
families of Sicilian wine.
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The most wine-dedicated
Sicily

Our vineyards are located in western Sicily, the most
prized and wine-dedicated area of the island
The Pellegrino vineyards are located in the westernmost part of Sicily, which
is characterized by a great variety of microclimates. The territory boasts the
highest vine-covered area in Italy as it is considered the most suitable area of the
island for grape growing. Here in fact the intense light, the dry climate, the fresh
soils, the winds coming from the south and the strong atmospheric temperature
range, create the ideal conditions for the production of quality wines.
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The cradle of native vines
The greatest Sicilian native vines have always been
cultivated in these areas
It was the Phoenicians who, between the eighth and seventh century BC,
introduced vine cultivation in these territories.
We are therefore in the cradle of the native Sicilian vines: grillo, inzolia,
catarratto, grecanico, zibibbo, malvasia, nero d’avola, nerello mascalese and
frappato, these vines have always been used here for the production of great
wines.
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Family estates
Four estates, each with a specific vocation and all
cultivated organically
We grow our grapes on four estates each with specific vocations and all run
using organic farming methods in full respect of the environment. Kelbi,
a lush garden, ideal for growing catarratto. Rinazzo, harsh and desert-like,
where the syrah grows vigorously. Salinaro, whose grillo vineyards along the
coast enjoy the fresh sea breezes. Gazzerotta, a windy plateau, ideal for the
cultivation of nero d’avola and where an ancient grillo vine has put down
deep roots, expressing the highest quality levels.
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Deep respect for the land
Organic cultivations, clean energy and green choices
We are committed to safeguarding the territory in which we operate and we
cultivate the grapes on our estates exclusively with organic methods, in full
respect of the environment. Green choices also concern all areas of production,
from lighting to logistics and from waste management to the use of water
resources, so as to limit any form of environmental pollution.
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Wide variety,
high specialization
Vineyards, wineries and specialized oenologists, each one
dedicated to the production of wines, Passito and Marsala
Thanks to different cultivation areas, three different wineries - Cardilla for
wines, Pantelleria for moscato and passito, Marsala for the homonymous
wine and fortified wines - and winemakers dedicated to every type of wine,
we are the Sicilian winery able to offer the widest variety of Sicilian wines.
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Great white and red wines
Single variety, biological native varieties, family estates,
aromatic wines and cru
In addition to the estate wines from grapes grown on family properties, we
produce: a line of single variety wines, from native and international grapes
grown in our territory; a line of wines from native organic grapes, a line
of wines produced from typical Sicilian aromatic grapes, characterized by
intense typically Mediterranean aromas, and one cru, the highest qualitative
expression of each vintage.
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Pantelleria in our hearts
We are the first producers in the world of Pantelleria Moscato
and Passito
In the alberello vineyards of Pantelleria, today a UNESCO world heritage
site, we cultivate the zibibbo grapes, from which a great Pantelleria Moscato
is born, produced in our winery on the island.
From the same grapes dried by the August sun on reed trellises, the Pantelleria
Passito is born, of which the Nes represents the most noble and precious
version.
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The history of Marsala wine
From the long rows of barrels emanate the inebriating
perfumes of the most famous Sicilian wine
The history of Marsala wine coincides with that of the Pellegrino family. In 1880
the winery began to make wine from the famous Sicilian vine so as to market it
all over the world.
Even today in their historical wineries, the different types of Marsala - Oro,
Ambra, Rubino, Garibaldi, S.O.M., and the two classics Vergine and Soleras - are
refined over many years in more than a thousand oak barrels and casks.
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Vineyards

Wineries
Historical
cellars
Vinification
winery
Pantelleria
winery

Merlot
Cabernet Sauvignon

Organic sweet wines
and Pantelleria

SINGLE
VARIETY
SICILIAN ORGANIC
TENUTE
DI FAMIGLIA
AROMATIC
SPARKLING

EXTRA-ORDINARY WINES
TRIPUDIUM
PANTELLERIA
ORGANIC SWEET WINES
MARSALA
SPECIALITIES

SINGLE-VARIETY

SINGLE VARIETY
TARENI
INZOLIA

TARENI
ALCAMO

GRAPES
Inzolia
TASTING NOTES
Delicate citrus
bouquet with sweet
pear, melon and
yellow peach notes.
Soft taste with
delicate cantaloupe
melon, citron fruit
and lemon hints.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Catarratto
TASTING NOTES
Delicate bouquet
with orange
blossom scents
accompanied by
light pear and
hazelnut hints.
Dry and soft taste
with pleasant
citrus hints.

TARENI
GRILLO

TARENI
CHARDONNAY

GRAPES
Grillo

GRAPES
Chardonnay

Fresh scents of
citrus fruits and
wild flowers.
Taste with notes
of peaches.
Perfect harmony
between aroma
and taste.

Pleasant floral notes
of mimosa and
orange blossoms
blend with hints of
pears. Elegant taste,
with pleasant hints
of prickly pears.

75 cl

75 cl

TASTING NOTES

BOTTLE SIZE

BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

TASTING NOTES

BOTTLE SIZE
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SINGLE VARIETY
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TARENI
NERO D’AVOLA

TARENI
FRAPPATO

GRAPES
Nero d’Avola
TASTING NOTES
Intense bouquet
with rose,
marasca and
blackberry scents.
Strong black
cherry taste
accompanied
by light vanilla
notes.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Frappato
TASTING NOTES
Intense bouquet
with aromas of red
berries, prunes and
floral notes of violets.
Fruity taste with
notes of prunes and
black cherries with
light hints of plum
and pomegranate.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

TARENI
SYRAH

TARENI
MERLOT

GRAPES
Syrah
TASTING NOTES
Intense bouquet
with black cherry
and pomegranate
scents with
pleasant hints
of wild black
current. Elegant
and harmonic
taste with strong
black cherry and
mulberry notes
and balsamic
hints.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Merlot
TASTING NOTE
Intense and
enticing aroma
of cherries and
berry fruits.
The taste is
vibrant, warm
and harmonious.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

SINGLE VARIETY

CENT’ARE
GRILLO

CENT’ARE
NERO D’AVOLA

GRAPES
Grillo
TASTING NOTES
Fresh scents of orange
peels, mandarins
and intense notes of
orange blossom.
Taste with prevalence
of citrus notes and
hints of yellow
peaches.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Nero d’Avola
TASTING NOTES
Delicate balsamic
notes and scents
of red berries and
toasted almonds.
Pleasant red fruits
and pomegranate
notes with soft
prickly pear hints.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl
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MATERICO

SICILIAN ORGANIC

SICILIAN ORGANIC

BIOSFERA
CATARRATTO AND
GRECANICO BIO
GRAPES
Catarratto and
Grecanico Bio
TASTING NOTES
A fresh and floral
bouquet accompanied
by an intense aroma
of sage. A light, fresh
and savoury flavour,
characterized by
pleasant notes of citrus
fruits and yellow pulp
fruit.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

MATERICO
NERELLO MASCALESE BIO
GRAPES
Nerello Mascalese Bio
TASTING NOTES
A fruity bouquet
with distinct notes
of red fruits, black
cherry, blackberry
and marasca cherry.
A fresh and fruity
flavour, with delicate
spicy notes of black
pepper and cloves and
hints of cinnamon.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl
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FAMILY ESTATES
Vineyards

Wineries
Vinification
winery

TENUTE DI FAMIGLIA
IL SALINARO
GRILLO

KELBI
CATARRATTO

GAZZEROTTA
GRILLO SUPERIORE

GRAPES
Grillo
TASTING NOTES
Delicate citrus
bouquet and
strong floral
scents of jasmine
and orange
blossom. Fresh
and wellbalanced taste
with intense
grape, citron
and lemon notes
softened by
vanilla hints.
BOTTLE SIZE
50 cl / 75 cl

GRAPES
Catarratto
TASTING NOTES
Scents of
violet, orange
blossom and
elder combined
with an intense
lemon aroma.
Elegant taste
with lemon
and grapefruit
notes
accompanied
by pleasant
almond hints.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Grillo
TASTING NOTES
A fresh and
floral bouquet,
with distinct
notes of rose,
citrus fruits and
green apple.
An intense and
savoury flavour,
with pleasant
hints of citrus
fruits.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl / 1,5 lt

GAZZEROTTA
NERO D’AVOLA

RINAZZO
SYRAH

GRAPES
Nero d’Avola
TASTING NOTES
Rich bouquet with
long-lasting notes
of prunes, marasca
and violets. Soft and
well-structured taste
with pleasant notes of
red fruits and dried
prunes and light
rosemary hints.
BOTTLE SIZE
50 cl /75 cl /1,5 lt / 3 lt

GRAPES
Syrah
TASTING NOTES
Floral notes of rose
accompanied by
pomegranate and red
fruit scents with hints
of black pepper. Soft
and well-structured
taste with spicy notes
of cloves, marasca and
prunes aroma and
rosemary hints.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl / 1,5 lt
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AROMATIC

DIANTHÀ

GIBELÈ

GRAPES
Blend of white
indigenous varieties
TASTING NOTES
Elegant and floral
bouquet with pleasant
scents of jasmine
and orange blossom
accompanied by fresh
aromas of lemon
and mint. Fresh and
citrusy taste with
hints of grapefruit
and wild fennel.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Zibibbo
TASTING NOTES
Intense bouquet
of jasmine and
lavender with hints
of green apple and
citron fruit.
Dry and fresh
taste with a long
aromatic finish of
citrus fruits, yellow
peaches and green
apples.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl / 1,5 cl
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SPARKLING

TRAIMARI

ZEBO

GRAPES
Blend of autochthone
varieties
TASTING NOTES
Intense and
persistent bouquet
with pleasant scents
of jasmine, orange
blossom and citron
fruit. Dry and fresh
taste with pleasant
hints of citrus fruits
and yellow peaches.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Zibibbo

TASTING NOTES
Intense bouquet
with scents of yellow
peaches and orange
blossoms with hints
of apricots. Fresh
and sweet taste with
pleasant aroma of
yellow peaches and
loquats with citrus
hints.

BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl
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EXTRA-OR
EXTRA-ORDINARY WINES

ADINARY W

EXTRA-ORDINARY WINES
FINIMONDO!
FROM SLIGHTLY WITHERED
GRAPES
GRAPE
A blend of native and
international red grapes
TASTING NOTES
A floral and fruity
bouquet with sweet
notes of dried and
candied fruit. A
pleasantly spicy flavour
with strong, fruity
notes of blackberry,
pomegranate and
candied fruit.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GORGO TONDO
NERO D’AVOLA
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

ULYSSE
ETNA
ROSSO

GRAPE
Nero d’Avola and
Cabernet Sauvignon
TASTING NOTES
An intense and long
bouquet with fruity and
spicy nuances especially
of red currant.
The taste is dry, quite
round with good
structure.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Nerello Mascalese and
Nerello Cappuccio
TASTING NOTES
An intense aroma of
red berries and spice,
that mingle with red
currant, plum, cloves
and vanilla.
In the mouth the wine
is dry, soft and wellbalanced.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl
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THE 14 HARVESTS OF THE TRIPUDIUM
An early harvest due to the strong heat of August,
produced a great Tripudium 2001, from Nero
d’Avola grapes blended with international vines.

A particularly hot summer gave us the
Tripudium 2003, a structured, impenetrable red,
of great colour and volume, from Syrah and Nero
d’Avola grapes.

Fruit of the fresh weather trend during the grape
harvest, the Tripudium 2005 has a good structure
and is elegant, mature and complex, from Nero
d’Avola, Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon grapes.

Born of a dry harvest with sporadic, very low
intensity rainfalls, the Tripudium 2007 is a
spicy and silky red from Syrah and Nero d’Avola
grapes.

A good year in which the perfect mix of heat and
rain gave the grapes the right balance. From this
the Tripudium 2009 was born, an intense red,
spicy and very persistent, from Nero d’Avola and
Cabernet Sauvignon grapes.

The rains of the year always fell when the plant
needed them. Tripudium 2011, rich and spicy,
has a distinct elegance and softness, from Nero
d’Avola, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah grapes.

The good weather trend that occurred during the
year gave us the Tripudium 2013, an extremely
pleasant red, warm, deep and elegant, a single
variety wine from Nero d’Avola grapes.

An excellent year for the Sicilian harvest, which gave
life to the particularly intense and spicy Tripudium
2002, from Nero d’Avola and Cabernet Sauvignon
grapes.

Born of an unusually cold season, the Tripudium
2004 presents a noteworthy finesse, a complex
and mature blend of three great vines: Cabernet
Sauvignon, Syrah and Nero d’Avola.

A difficult harvest that required careful attention
produced the 2006 Tripudium, intense in its
fruitiness, slightly raisiny and solid in the mouth,
from a blend of Nero d’Avola and Cabernet Sauvignon
grapes.

A mainly dry year was that in which the Tripudium
2008 was born. Soft, with great intensity and body,
from Nero d’Avola, Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon
grapes.

The abundant rainfall did not compromise the quality
of the grapes from which the Tripudium 2010 was
born, with strong aromatic notes and with an intense
colour, from Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon and Nero
d’Avola grapes.

A winter with little rain and a hot, dry summer led to
an early harvest, from which the Tripudium 2012 was
born, a fruity red, balanced wine of good colour, from
Nero d’Avola and Syrah grapes.

An unforgettable year thanks to the very balanced and
uniform climate. From this the Tripudium 2014 was
born, an elegant red with pleasant hints of red fruits
and delicate spicy notes, a single variety wine from
Nero d’Avola grapes.

TRIPUDIUM

TRIPUDIUM
ROSSO
GRAPES
Nero d’Avola
TASTING NOTES
Intense perfume with
fruity notes of plum,
red fruits, black cherry
and eucalyptus.
Persistent taste with
notes of plum and red
fruits with balsamic
and rosemary hues.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl / 1,5 lt / 3 lt
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Pantelleria

Zibibbo Pantelleria

Wineries

Pantelleria
winery

PANTELLERIA
MOSCATO NATURALE
DI PANTELLERIA

PASSITO NATURALE
DI PANTELLERIA

GRAPES
Zibibbo
TASTING NOTES
Fruity bouquet
with pleasant notes
of yellow peaches,
melons and citrus
fruits. Delicate and
harmonious taste
with clear notes of
yellow peaches
and hints of melon
and grapefruit.
BOTTLE SIZE
50 cl

GRAPES
Zibibbo
TASTING NOTES
Bouquet with intense
notes of candied and
citrus fruits with
hints of eucalyptus,
sage and apricot.
Harmonic taste with
hints of apricots,
dried figs, candied
fruits and peaches in
syrup.
BOTTLE SIZE
50 cl

NES
PASSITO NATURALE
DI PANTELLERIA

PANTELLERIA
PASSITO LIQUOROSO

GRAPES
Zibibbo
TASTING NOTES
Sweet bouquet with
clear notes of apricots,
candied fruits and
dried figs. Honeyed
taste with pleasant
notes of dried
apricots, dried figs
and cooked pears.
BOTTLE SIZE
50 cl

GRAPES
Zibibbo
TASTING NOTES
Intense bouquet with
scents of apricot,
honey and dried
fig. Harmonic and
honeyed flavour with
notes of dried figs
and hints of apricot
and mustard.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl
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ORGANIC SWEET WINES

ZIBIBBO LIQUOROSO
BIO

MALVASIA LIQUOROSO
BIO

GRAPES
Zibibbo
TASTING NOTES
Bouquet of intense
citrus notes and
pleasant scents of
yellow peach, citron
and melon. Elegant
and persistent taste
with notes of yellow
peaches, melons,
citrus fruits and
almonds.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
White Malvasia
TASTING NOTES
Intense bouquet
of ripe fruits with a
pronounced scent
of melon and
apricot.
Full and harmonious
flavour with light
notes of dried
apricots, melons and
cooked pears.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl
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Marsala

Grillo
Catarratto
Inzolia
Nero d’Avola

Wineries

Historical
cellars

MARSALA
MARSALA
SOLERAS
VERGINE
GRAPES
Grillo, Catarratto,
Inzolia
TASTING NOTES
An intense bouquet
with spicy notes and
scents of toasted
almonds, hazelnuts
and pine nuts. Dry
and fresh taste with
notes of almonds and
hazelnuts.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

MARSALA
VERGINE
RISERVA 2000

MARSALA
SUPERIORE
RISERVA 1985

GRAPES
Grillo, Catarratto,
Inzolia
TASTING NOTES
Intense and persistent
bouquet with spicy
notes and scents of
dried fruits. Dry taste
with notes of almonds
and light spicy and
balsamic hints.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Grillo and
Catarratto
TASTING NOTES
Intense aroma with
notes of honey,
oranges, vanilla and
candied fruits.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl
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HORATIO

Marsala S.O.M.
Ambra Semisecco doc

horatio nelson

Marsala Superiore
Riserva Ambra Semisecco doc

benjamin ingham

john woodhouse

OLD JOHN

Marsala Superiore
Riserva Oro Dolce doc

Marsala Superiore
Rubino Dolce doc

joseph whitaker

BIP BENJAMIN

UNCLE JOSEPH

anita
Marsala Superiore
Ambra Dolce doc

MARSALA
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HORATIO
MARSALA SUPERIORE
S.O.M. AMBRA
SECCO 2011

OLD JOHN
MARSALA SUPERIORE
RISERVA AMBRA
SEMISECCO 1998

GRAPES
Grillo, Catarratto,
Inzolia
TASTING NOTES
A balanced
bouquet with an
aroma of apricot
and dried fig
and pleasant
vanilla notes.
A moderately
dry flavour with
apricot notes.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRAPES
Grillo, Catarratto,
Inzolia
TASTING NOTES
Bouquet of pleasant
notes of apricots and
carobs with light
hints of thyme and
black pepper.
Full-bodied and rich
taste with hints
of apricots and
candied fruits.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

MARSALA

BIP BENJAMIN
MARSALA SUPERIORE
RISERVA ORO
DOLCE 2013

UNC JOSEPH
UNCLE
MARSALA SUPERIORE
MAR
RUBINO
RUB
DOL
DOLCE 2015

AN GARIBALDI
ANITA
MARSALA SUPERIORE
MA
AM
AMBRA
DO
DOLCE 2012

GRAPES
Grillo, Catarratto,
Inzolia
TASTING NOTES
Ethereal bouquet
with intense scents
of melons and light
notes of honey and
loquat. Sweet taste
with a long-lasting
finish, clear notes of
apricots and cooked
pears.
BOTTLE SIZE
75 cl

GRA
GRAPES
Nero d’Avola
Ner
TASTING NOTES
TAS
Particularly fruity
Par
bouquet with scentss
bou
black cherries,
of b
pomegranates
pom
and plums. Sweet
taste with clear
tast
hints of red berry,
hin
cherry, marasca
che
and pomegranate.
BOTTLE SIZE
BOT
75 cl

GRA
GRAPES
Grillo, Catarratto,
Gr
Inzolia
Inz
TASTING NOTES
TAS
An intense and
persistent bouquet,
per
with strong notes of
wit
quince. A sweet and
qu
persistent flavour,
per
with an intense
wit
aroma of dried
aro
apricot and pleasant
apr
honeyed notes.
ho
BOTTLE SIZE
BOT
75 cl
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SPECIALITIES

SPECIALITIES
BATO’
BA
PR
PRODUCTION
Long alcoholic
Lo
maceration with more
m
than twenty medicinal
th
herbs and essences
he
TASTING NOTES
TA
Balsamic and aromatic
Ba
scents typical of
sc
“macchia mediterranea”.
“m
Notes of bitter orange,
N
mint, cacao, liquorice and
m
roasted coffee.
ro
Round and soft taste.
Ro
BOTTLE SIZE
BO
70 cl

GRAPPA DI
MOSCATO PASSITO
GRAPES
Zibibbo grape
marc
TASTING NOTES
Intense and
complex bouquet
with aromas of
caramel, vanilla,
dried figs and
candied fruit.
Pleasant soft
taste with longlasting notes of
raisins, honey,
dates and citrus.
BOTTLE SIZE
50cl

LEMONCELLO
PRODUCTION
Infusion of lemon
peels in alcohol for
15 days
TASTING NOTES
Liqueur characterized
by the typical scent
of Sicilian lemon
peels. The alcohol
content is balanced by
its sweetness.
BOTTLE SIZE
50cl
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Progetto grafico: Gianclaudia Marino

Carlo Pellegrino & C Spa - 91025 Marsala (Tp) Italia - www.carlopellegrino.it
Uffici / Offices: Via del Fante, 39 - tel. (+39) 0923 719911 - info@carlopellegrino.it
Visite in Cantina / Cellars tours: Lungomare Battaglia delle Egadi, 10
tel. (+39) 0923 719970/80 - visite@carlopellegrino.it

